
The head branch of Alba Curry! 
An old-time curry house started 
in 1971.
Generous portions of onions, and beef 

and vegetables simmered for over 6 

hours, make up the rich stew-based 

curry here. Toppings and portions can 

be customised according to how you're 

feeling that day!

　  0761-22-6027 
　  160 Ryusukecho 
　  11:00 ～ 21:00
　  Tues
　  3min.
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　Alba Curry Komatsu
　Head Branch
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　Gyozasaikan Katchan

A Chinese restaurant serving up 
Komatsu's specialty dishes of Shio 
Yakisoba and gyoza.
Long well-loved for the delicate 

tastes and homely atmosphere. The 

well-crisped yet springy gyozas filled 

generously with soup are the go-to 

for those looking for a hearty meal!

　  050-3466-8852 
　  395 Doiharamachi 
　  11:30～14:00（L.O.13:30）
　  17:00～21:00（L.O.20:30）
　  Wed
　  1min.
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　Patisserie Cafe Couleur

As a fruits specialist, you can expect 
generous servings of the season's 
freshest fruits.
Come to enjoy carefully crafted cakes, 

tarts, parfaits and smoothies. 

A delightfully accessible café!

　  0761-21-8766 
　  80-1 Hakusanmachi 
　  10:00 ～ 18:30
　  （L.O 5:30PM for 2nd floor café space）

　  Wed, 2nd & 4th Tues of the month
　  5min.
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　Komatsu Midoen

A yakiniku specialist, long loved by 
locals. No compromise on taste 
here!
From the top-grade wagyu  

(beef tongue) to the "power kalbi", 

you'll be hooked after just a taste. 

We recommend the weekday-only 

"yakiniku teishoku" value lunch set.

　  0761-24-5555 
　  3 Higashicho 
　  Mon-Fri 11:30～14:00/17:00～24:00

　  Sat・Sun11:30～24:00 
　  ※No lunch menu on Sun/PH

　  Varies by month (usually Wed)
　  2min.
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　 Points to Note
※Bikes must be returned by 6PM (5PM for Ataka Sea Station). 

※No new bike rentals after 5PM.

※A late return fee will be charged if you exceed the time limit.

※If the bike is stolen or lost, you will be charged the costs involved accordingly.

※All injuries and costs resulting from road accidents are the sole liability of the user.

ＨｏｗｔｏＵｓｅＧｏｕｒｍｅｔ

Ataka Sea Station Stop                  ☎0761-21-6734 　9:00～17:00　   Wed

Awazu Station Stop    Mon～Sat: Fujita Cycle  ☎0761-44-3350 　9:00～18:00

Sun: Marunishi Confectionery Shop ☎0761-44-2623 　9:00～18:00

Standard Bike 300 yen ／day
E-bike 500 yen ／3hours OR 1000 yen ／day

ＲｅｎｔａｌＦｅｅ

Komatsu Station Stop
Bussan-ya Souvenir Shop

☎0761-21-8208　　9:00～18:00

For Enquiries
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　 TEL

　 Wi-Fi　 Toilet

　 Est. time from rental stop　 Hours   Address 　 Rest days 　 Fees

　 Instagram    Take out

①Fill up form

Get the registration 
form from the rental 
shop counter, and fill in 
all required details.

②Provide personal ID

Hand some form of 
personal ID (driver's 
license, health insurance 
card, student ID etc.) to 
the staff.

③Set off!!

Be sure to find out the 
number combination 
for the lock, and check 
that the bike is in good 
condition. And you're 
all set to go!!

You may drop off your bikes at any of the three rental stops at
Komatsu Station, Awazu Station or Ataka Sea Station!



　Komatsu Hikiyama Gallery

　MIYOSSA
Two of Komatsu's hikiyama floats, which 
can otherwise only be caught during the 
annual Otabi Festival in May, are displayed 
here permanently, allowing you to view 
these dazzling and towering masterpieces 
up close. You can also try your hand at 
Kabuki makeup and traditional instruments.

　  0761-23-3413
　  72-3 Yokaichimachi
　  10:00～17:00
　  Apr～Nov: None
　  Dec～Mar: Wed
　  12/30～1/1 ※Next day in the event of PH

　  2min.
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　Komatsu Tenmangu
　Shrine
1

Found along the Kakegawa River, one 
of Komatsu's major tributaries to the 
Sea of Japan, it was built in 1657 by 
Lord Maeda Toshitsune, the 3rd chief 
of the old Kaga domain's ruling Maeda 
clan. It was the first structure in Japan 
to utilize the floating island technique 
for flood control and protection of its 
numerous national Important Cultural 
Properties. Around 80 plum trees of 
both the white and red variety are 
grown in the grounds.

　  0761-22-2539
　  1 Tenjinmachi
　  7min.
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　Rojo Park

A park built upon the ruins of the 
outer walls of Komatsu Castle, which 
had served as the retirement castle 
of Lord Maeda Toshitsune. You can 
enjoy seasonal beauties throughout 
the year, including cherry blossoms, 
pines, wisteria, azaleas, lilies, maple 
leaves and yukitsuri (snow-covered 
tree nettings). Conveniently located 
within the grounds are also museums, 
a library and a teahouse.

　  0761-24-8101
　  19 Marunouchikoenmachi
　  4min.
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A clay factory, gallery, hands-on 

workshop, and rental workshop for 

artisans are combined within this 

all-in-one Kutani ceramic complex. 

You can observe the entire clay 

production process up close, starting 

from the crushing of the raw stone 

exclusive to Komatsu's Hanasaka 

district, and indispensable for Kutani 

ceramic. Rotating exhibitions of the 

latest work from up-and-coming 

artisans can be admired in the gallery, 

and you can try your hand at the 

potter's wheel or ceramic painting.

　  0761-48-4235
　  A-91 Wakasugimachi
　  10:00～17:00 ※Last entry 4:30PM

　  Wed, start/end-of-year holidays
　  Adult 300 yen/ Student 150 yen
　  15min.
　  kutani_ceramic_lab
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　CERABO KUTANI
        (Kutani Ceramic Laboratory)
5

(high school age and below)

Opened in March 2014 as a hub for 

"science and human development", it 

serves as a stage for nurturing 

innovation, bursting with the joy, 

wonders and charms of science. From 

Japan's largest 3D planetarium, to the 

interactive exhibits that demonstrate 

both scientific principles and their 

applications in manufacturing, it is a 

delight for children and adults alike.

　  0761-22-8610
　  2 Komatsunomori
　  9:30～18:00（Apr~Sept）
　  9:30～17:00（Oct~Mar）
　  Mon, 12/29~1/3
　  ※Next day in the event of PH

　  3min.
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ScienceHills Komatsu

CERABO KUTANI

World's largest dump
truck 930E!!

Designed by world-famous
architect Kengo Kuma!!

Take a stroll atop
the hilly roof!!

Find the statue of Lord

Maeda Toshitsune!!

Worshipping the God

of Learning!!

The dazzling hikiyama

are a must-see!!

Why♥Mt.Hakusan?Why♥Mt.Hakusan?
Along with Mt. Fuji and nearby Mt. Tateyama, Mt. 

Hakusan is one of Japan's "Three Holy Mountains". 

These mountains have been revered as Shinto deities 

and powerful spiritual centers since ancient times. 

"Haku" means "white" and refers to how the mountain's peaks remain 

visibly snowy year-long. Komatsu's proximity has blessed locals with the 

mountain's pure waters and spectacular views throughout the year!
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　Hiyoshi Shrine

Mt.Hakusan 
NiceView!!


